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Introdu.0 tlon*
There ie argent need for research In oommeroial
education in the public secondary schools to determine
what courses of study will be most valuable to young men
in their work after leaving school. Although some specific
skill is often necessary in order that these young men can
successfully fill a certain job, it is of equal importance
that they should have sufficient general knowledge of
business and social subjects to allow them to progress in
their work. The initial position nearly always demands of
the prospective employee the ability to do one or two things
well. If the applicant for a position has the required
skill he has passed the first door and the interviewer is
immediately more interested in him, but the interviewer's
interests are now concerned with the applicant's personal
habits and social conduct. Some business men reverse this
method and make certain of the applicant's character before
giving him an opportunity for an interview. Whatever the
procedure, it is apparent that both factors are of major
importance. After passing this stage of the Interview it
will be assumed that the applicant has passed the second
door and has been hired. From now on advancement in the
position depends on his ability to learn other phases of

the work and this is where a hroad background of general
knowledge becomes of great value. The school should be as
much concerned with the remote as with the immediate future
of its graduates, in addition to this, C. H. Marvin claims
that commercial education must furnish a background for an
appreciation of the finer attributes of life, and create
ability and desire to join in the common work of the
community,^ Leonard V. Koos states the objectives of
seoondaiy education: first, that of preparation for civic
social responsibility, and secondly, that of preparation
for occupational efficiency.
In making a study of commercial occupations for
the purpose of curriculum building, it is necessary to con-
sider the relative importance of training for each of a
large variety of business positions* This requires an
analysis of the kinds of work in which young men are em-
ployed and the distribution of the v/orkers in the various
fields of employment. Take for example the clerical field
in which bookkeepers, agents, shipping clerks, general
clerks, stenographers, and typists are employed. The
C. H. Marvin, Commercial Education in Secondary schools ,
p. 9*
-
-
-
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3opportunity to get work in eaoh of these Jobs should be of
great importance In determining the relative amount of
training to be provided by the public schools. It is also
necessary in curriculum building to make an am lysis of
the duties performed by the employees on the different
ranges and levels of positions, and study the standards of
attainment. The various levels of positions might be
divided into five steps determined by general intelligence
and education. .
1* The unafcilled group requiring very little educa-
tion.
2. The unskilled group with some responsibility
which requires more education than the first group.
3. The artisan group composed of skilled workmen, such
as mechanics and others who have had to spend time to
learn a trade.
4. The semi-intellectual group who have a fair educa~
tion but lack the ability to hold responsible positions.
This group tends to be satisfied with less monetary return
than could be earned in one of the first three groups,
because of the psychological income derived from the social
prestige attached to the position. And, ^
5. "jkhe professional group. The different ranges of

positions in each of the five levels enumerated ahove
varies with each occupation and are so numerous that there
is no time in this introduction to discuss them. Much of
the work in the first consideration in ourrioalum building
as stated ahove merely criticises the suhjecte, courses of
study and teachers now being studied or employed. Because
of the destructive method that is used it does not suggest
other curricula n^ich ^ urgently needed. This will be more
fully discussed in a later chapter on recent criticisms
which will be included in this study.
The importaire of the duty, difficulties experi-
enced by the employees in their initial and subsequent
positions, the frequency of the performance of the duty,
whether the duty could best be learned in school or on the
job, and personal traits must also be considered. Hesults
in this field aid in determining the content of various
courses. Actual requirements of particular positions can
also be determined. The third consideration should deter-
mine standards of performance of the successful, average,
and unsuccessful graduates.
Purpose .
The purpose of this study is to make a survey of
the high schools of the United States and Greater Boston
and also to make a study of commercial occupations in an
r
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attempt to formulate a commercial carrlcalum for boys.
Much publicity has recently been given to the need for such
a study on a national basis.
The tendency seems to be to get away from the
traditional "business college" program of specific skills
to something of a social -business nature that will broaden
and enrich the students by imparting general knowledge and
skills that will be useful in everyday practical life
activities.
Method .
Before reorganising the present curricula it is
necessary to have a basis on which to work. So far as
possible this study will summarize available data and sup-
plement it with investigations made by visits to the local
high schools* The scientific method of curriculum construc-
tion will be used in this study. The procedure is as
follows: The first part consists of a study of the distri-
bution of workers in occupational groups. The next study
concerns the distribution of pupils in high school courses.
The third study is of the distribution of workers in occu-
pations by sea. This is followed by a study of the distri-
bution of males in occupations by age groups. The last
study correlates the distribution of workers by sex, and
the distribution of workers by age groups, in the United
States with those in Greater Boston.

The recent United States Ceneus Report is a most
reliable source for an occupational survey. An investiga-
tion into the ages of employees in various positions will
help in determining what positions are open to high school
graduates. An analysis of these positions will determine
their teachable content and recommendations can be made
accordingly
•
The "pupil hour" plan^ will be used to describe
the proportion of students enrolled in the various courses,
because many students elect commercial along with classical
subjects. For this reason it is impossible to work with
groups. The number of pupils in each course can be ob-
tained from the annual survey made by the State Department
of Education. This survey makes available the number of
students enrolled in each course in the commercial curricu-
lum and furnishes a basis from which many conclusions may
be drawn*
Brief History.
Development .
As business becomes more complex: there is greater
demand for business training. The idea of a more practical
See tables A, B, and C on pp.
c
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education was conceived in the putlic schools daring the
rapid growth of the husiness college shortly after the
Civil War. Toward the close of 1929 a report of the
United States i3ureaa of Education^ stated that of approx-
imately a million students enrolled in business courses In
various types of schools, two-thirds were in public high
schools. Many of those enrolled in private business
schools are high school graduates vdio did not feel suf-
ficiently well equipped to enter business « or who wished
to develop skill on a particular machine which was not
available in the public schools.
Immediately after the Civil War a demand was made
for a modification of the classical education. The out-
come of this is evident in the trend to specialization in
specific skills as taught in the private commercial schools
which seemed necessary at that time, and wdiich has since
become almost traditional in oar public schools. It cannot
be said that this change in the curriculum met with the
hearty approval of the school authorities; in fact, it was
very much to the contrary as the authorities were prac-
tically forced to comply with the demand.
A new "method" of earning a living because of the
Commercial Education Bulletin #26, 19 29, Bureau of
Education, p. 2«
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increase in population and the growth of large scale pro-
duction, more especially here in Hew England, was both in
deioand and made available. Agriculture was not very re-
munerative and industry was now large enough to need
clerical help to carry on the detail wort. Accordingly
new subjects were admitted to the curriculum, and as the
cry for practical education became louder the schools in-
corporated less grudgingly more commercial subjects in
their program of study.
Such subjects as penmanship, bookkeeping and
commercial arithmetic gave openings to young women in
business as well as to men. Previous to this young women
had to resort to domestic arts, generally learned at home,
and the more fortunate to music as a means of earning a
living until marriage provided them with other interests.
By 1690 the commercial department in the Boston
schools had taken definite shape, such a move encouraged
other conservative New England cities, particularly around
Boston, to revise their curricula with the object of pre-
paring students for business. The underlying fallacy at
this time, and since then in many instances, was the prep-
aration for a few skills without any understanding of

9business azid mamgement
•
Between 1918 and 1928 there was an increase of
102^ in the enrollments in the public high schools, while
2
the enrollments in commercial subjects increased 162^.
It is interesting to icnow that during this same period the
number of high schools teaching commercial subjects in-
creased from 2,962 to 11,000, or 275%. These figures are
determined by the results of a survey made by the United
States Bureau of Education.
While many high schools offer a four-year business
4
course, a two-year business course is more common. The
survey from which this was determined is several years old
now, bat there seems to be a tendency to introduce social-
business subjects early in the curriculum azid specialize on
specific skills the last two years before entering business.
A specialized high school of commerce is main-
6
tained in some of the larger cities. lyon says that this
school "is an administrative unit which is more flexible for
Madeline C. 0*Donnell, Commercial Education in Secondary
Schools , Thesis C. B. A. Library.
2Bulletin ^^22, 1929, Bureau of Education, p. 4.
^Bulletin f--26, 1929, Bureau of Education, p. 7.
"L. S. Lyon, Education f or Business , p. 435.
^Ibid., p. 430.
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the purposes of experiment than the commercial course in
the secondary school, in some small degree it has met its
responsibility as an educational laboratory. But it has
not seized its opportunity or developed it flilly. Unham-
pered by classical traditions, admittedly organized for
the purpose of developing business education, the high
school of commerce has the chance to play an important role
in setting the pace for all secondary business education."^
There is every reason to believe that there was hope that
through this school there migjit come into being a broader
and deeper type of business education than had grown up in
the secondary schools or business colleges. This view was
expressed by G. W. V/harton. "Its purpose is to be, not a
business college, as that term is commonly understood, but
an institution v\*iich will fit young men for managerial and
other higher positions requiring expert knowledge in the
world of trade, and to prepare them as far as possible for
the consular service. The coarse insists strongly upon
broad general training, with special emphasis on languages,
beginnirzg with English. In addition to this, it will offer
thorough courses in business methods, including accountancy
L. S. Lyon, op. cit., p. 446.
i-
1
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88 well as routine "bookkeeping, special courses in foreign
trade and exchange, insurance, brokerage, and other opera-
tions of a similar character."^
In spite of the desire for a change, high school
courses in general still represented mass production
methods applied to clerk making until a few years ago.
Recent investigations disclosed that much of the training
has been misdirected and that pupils do not find or remain
in the type of work emphasized in the courses given in the
school. This has already led to some reorganization with
emphasis upon a general clerical coarse and upon retail
c
selling. Training for the latter is often given in coop-
tj
eration with department stores. Of broad purpose is the
effort to reconstruct the work more fundamentally, to make
business teaching in the secondary schools a device for
realistic study of modern economic and social culture.
^G. W. Wharton, School Review, XI, fl903), p. 478.
2l. S. I*yon, op. cit., pp. 527-5S9.
^Mr. Fish, Supervisor of Commercial Education, Boston
School Department.
4
J. B. Davis, Remark made in course in "Problems in Second-
ary Education - Advanced," December 10, 19S2. Supported by;
L. 3. lo^on, op. cit., p. 598 and by
C. H. Marvin, Commercial Education in Secondary Schools ,
pp. 7-9.
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A degree of saocees reeulting from these efforts ie shown
in the increased interest in social sciences, in business
curricula, in the improved testhooks for this work, and in
the grovflng demand for college graduates as teachers.^
This seems to be more deeply realized at the
present time than it ever has in the past, ard probably
because of the present overcrowded conditions In business
where a specific skill is called for. In a period of un-
rest, such as the unemployment condition now existing, there
is a demam for a change along educational lines as well as
in business itself. W. £. Moore asks the question, '^Now
that we are in a period of economic unrest, is it not an
opportune time to study some of the possible readjustments
of commercial education with the view to more emphasis on
humanitarian values for occupational values for academic
students?" He continues, "It is not time to let down on
speed studies, except for special students who have as a
sole purpose the speeding up of highly organized office
services or techniques."^
The demand for commercial education in Boston is
P. J. Weersing, A Stud^ of Certain Aspects of Commercial
Education in the public Hig^ Schools of Minnesota , pp. 71-60.
%ert E. Moore, "Reorganization Needs," Journal of Business
Education. Vol. VIII, #2, (October, 19S2), p. 31.
-t
t
c
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Bhown very plainly by the growth of the evening high echoole
in number and influence. In 1910 the evening high echoole,
with the exception of the Central Evening High School, were
changed from general hi^ schools to commercial high school*
because of the comparatively few pupils pursuing so-called
cultural subjects. Upon ouestioning these students on
various occasions, the fact has been disclosed that most of
them are talcing academic subjects with a strictly vocational
end in view. In other words, the evening high schools in
Boston are vocational schools with the emphasis on com-
mercial subjects.^
Guidanc e «
A modem trend in business education which is
discernible on the educational horizon is the development
of educational guidance. For many years the importance of
vocational guidance - which is defined by the National
Association of Vocational Guidance as the giving of infor-
mation and advice; the directing of experience in regard
to the choosing of an occupation; the educational prepara-
tion for it, the entering of it, ai^ the progressing within
it - has been stressed, but since success in a vocation
depends largely upon prejparation for the vocation, those
^Annual Report of the Superintendent of Boston Public
Schools,
1-
*
j
c
1
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in charge have felt the need of starting earlier.^ A "broad
background greatly aids the student in seeing his position
in its entirety now and what it will he in the future,
which of course creates the desire for promotion. The
Junior Eigh School is predicated upon this principle of
educational guidance. It offers an opportunity for explora-
tion, for finding aptitudes. It offers the opportunity of
studying the child to determine what place in life he will
fill vdiere his talents can he bett used.
Along with this broad backgrouiai it is also
necessary to have skill or training in some specific field,
even if in a very minor field, in ord^r that the student
may get his initial position. "You have to be able to do
something specific to begin with." R. E. Graves also says,
"The necessity of taking care vocationally of all the stu-
dents ^0 enter our department is the duty of all conmieroial
departments and justifiable results can only be obtained
through a thoroughly well-organized guidance program."
Educational guidance is still in its infancy. It
m ^Dr. E. J. LIcNamara, "Modem Trends in Business Education,"Eastern Commercial Teachers' Association, Fourth Year Book.
2r. E. Graves, "Guidance," National Education Association
Proceedings, Vol. 69, 1931. p. 345.
2lbid., p. 246.
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is being studied extensively at the present time. "In all
guidance help the individual see himself so he can see the
opportunities open to him that will be most suitable to
himself and the greatest help to others," - in short, the
object of all guidance is successful living.
A study made by the K. E. Tel & Tel shoves that
subject matter is not as necessaiy as how to study and the
use you make of it.^ Another study showed that 60jo of the
people lost their jobs because of some character trait.
This points out the need for character guidance as well as
educa tional
.
Although guidance is part of the v/ork of every
teacher in his actions as v;el 1 as counsel, it is more and
more coming to demand a guidance director to handle special
cases. The diagram in Chart I shows the organization for
guidance in Providence, Rhode Island,
In order to give worthy counsel to students it is
necessary to have a detailed record of their school and
home activities. "The work of counseling involves the use
of, the interview, the case method which calls for an ad-
Z
equate cumulative permanent record form." Parents are
J. 13. Davis, Lecture, School of Education, B. U. , December,
12, 19£2.
^Ibid.
^K^^oe & KP'F^uv'^r, fiuidance^ in 3flaQndarj_^ScJiPPls. p . 615.
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often poorly equipped to give educational guioance becaiiee
of their lack of acquaintance in this field. The teachers
should work: with the parents and inform them as well as the
student of the contents of the curricula.
It was not until after 1915 that a real local sur-
vey was made of occupations with the ob;}ect of guidance.
In order to present a true picture it is necessary to make a
job analysis study, and this was apparently the object of
the investigations of F. J. Allen which resulted in the pub-
lication in 1916 of a bibliography of occupational litera-
1 2ture followed by an analytical study of trade and industry.
Although F. J. Allen did not substantiate his
findings with figures in every case, the United States
Department of Labor in 1916 issued a series of bulletins
which described occupations in its employment service.
Later, in 1922, the United States Veterans' Bureau issued
a syllabus of commercial courses outlining the vocational
preparation neeued for the commtrcial occupations described
in the bulletin of 1916."
F. J. Allen, A. Guide to the Study of Occupa tions .
P. J. Allen, Business Employment .
United States Lepartment of Labor, Lescript ion of Occupa -
tions
,
( Office Employment )
.
"United States Veterans' Bureau, Rehabilitation Service,
^ 1 1abue of^ Commer c ia1 Coiirfefta , —
C0
c
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In 1987 i'. J. v/eersing made the most comprehen-
sive of all state-wide surveys of conmercial education in
Minnesota.^ The investigation includes fourteen coimiercial
occupation surveys in Minnesota cities, joh analyses of the
office workers, statements of value of the comnercial sub-
jects as reported by graduates, preparation of the teachers
and many other important topics. Among the finds are*.
Commercial education is "of fundamental importance in the
or ganii:at ion and administration of public education;" there
is increased need for general business courses for all
citizens; there is lack of guidance and placement service
except in Llineapolis and St. Paul; the commercial teacher-
training facilities are inadequate; the local school
administrations should provide for closer cooperation be-
tv;een commercial teachers and business men; and that a
state supervisor of commercial education should be appointea.
Recent Surveys.
Job Analysis
.
A thesis written by R. P. Bonney on a ;Job analysis
for the purpose of curriculum revision in 19E6-27^ describes
^F. J. VVearsing, op. cit.
^R. p. Bonney, Job Analysis and Commercial Curriculum for
Boys, Thesis, School of Education, Boston University.
-r
- f
c
the historical development of conmerclal education up to
that time including the two surveye made in Cleveland, as
v/ell as the work of the Federal Board for Vocational Edixja-
tion.^
The analysis of the duties of junior business
workers in Cleveland, Ohio, by W. L. Connor and L. I. Jones^
is an outstanding research study in curriculum revision in
the last fev; years. The teaching units that vjere rec-
omnended were listed under the following headings to indi-
cate the level of mastery that should be attained;
1. Practice until automatic,
2. liscuss in class until thoroughly understood,
2. Mention in class and in reference material.
This survey was made in cooperation v/ith the office manager
group of the national Association of Creait Men in that
city and the Board of Education.
Two worthy contributions analyzing secretarial
duties reported during the biennium were made by B. F.
Annual Report for 1922, Federal Board for Vocational
Education .
^W. L. Connor & L. L. Jones, A Scientific Study in Curricu-
lum Making for Junior Courses"in Busine ss Education.
(0
c
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Kyker^ and Beatrice loerschuk.^ The former analyzed the
duties of 222 stenographers in offices employing from one
to 200 stenographers, representing 25 kinds of businesses
located in 68 cities in 24 states. He found a "definite
tendency for a duty to be learned on the job as the number
performing it decreased. Conversely, as the numoer per-
forming the duty increases, there is a tendency for it to
be taught in school."
A Study was undertaken in Pittsburgh of 714
former commercial pupils in the regular high schools and of
790 commercial pupils in evening schools. The committee
found that 30^ of the boys snd 2bfo of the girls are in
positions requiring a knowledge of bookkeeping, and of
the boys and 66% of the girls were in positions requiring
a knowledge of shorthand. The committee concluded that the
survey justifies four or five semesters of bookkeeping.
B. F. Kyker, "The Commercial Curriculum," The Proceedings
of the Fifth Annual Meeting of the ITat ional Association of
Appointment Secretaries
,
Boston, Mass., 1928, pp. 11-17.
^Beatrice Poerschuk, "The Woman Secretary," Ibid,
2 "Occupational Survey of Commercial Graduate Drop-outs,"
and "Evening School Pupils in Pittsburgh High School
Curriculum Study," Educational Research Bui letin f4,
(March - April. 1920), pp. 162-192.
(0
c
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Qocupatlonal Survey.
Two of the most comprehensive follow-up studies o
secondary pupils that have been made were completed in
Sioux City. lowa^ and Yonkers, IJew York,^ Both surveys re-
veal that although the graduates are finding positions for
which they have been trained, there is neea for better
guidance and placement service; that the demand for grad-
uates who have had retail training or yt.o can operate dif-
ferent kinds of office equipment is increasing.
Of fic e Equipment Surveys .
The chief problem is to determine what phases of
instruction on office equipment should be given in the
schools and what phases can be learned satisfactorily on
the J Ob
.
W. G. West recommends use of office machines in
her lilaster's Thesis, 1920. Louis A. Rice made a survey of
B. M. Traxler, A go 1 low-up Study of Commercial Graduates
with Respect to Si- or the nd , Office Training
.
Bookieping
,
and Sale smflnsETp , Master's Thesis, 1930, School of EducatiO]
Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois.
E. Worthington, Educat ional Adjustments for a Metropoli
tan District Commercial School as Based 6n"£mployment
perience of its Graduates, Master's Thesis, 1929, School of
Education, llew York University, New York.
^VV. G. West, Survey of Machines and Applie nc es Other tha n
Typewriters Used in Indianapolis Business OlTTces v/lth Rec -
ommendations for the Training of Prospective Operators ,
[blaster 's ThesIiT T9^0, IndianaUniversity , Bloomington,
Ind i£ina
<0
c
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the office practice courses in the New Jersey high schools;^
"without exception, investigations of this type emphasize
the need for instruction on office equipment."
Hecent Criticisms.
Criticisms from the business man*s point of view .
Approximately thirty-five years ago business men
wanted comniercial subjects taught in the public high
schools. Today, more than one-half of all pupils enrolled
in public high schools take some commercial subjects.
There is need for closer coordination between
education and business. This has been recognized in
business and advocated for years by leaders in the field of
2
commercial education.
A. Bullock states that "if the schools are to
prepare efficient business workers, they must know what
these vorkers are expected to do." In making a job analysis
it is not only necessary to list the duties, but a state-
ment should also be made of the characteristics, abilities,
and attitudes that the different kinds of wrkers should
pose ess
.
^Louis A. Rice, Report oj_ a Survey of Office practice in the
New Jersey High Schools , 1^29-30, TrenTon, State DeparTmen^
of Public Instruction, February 6, 19S1.
^Alfred sorenson, "Serious Defects in Public Commercial
Education," Education 5£, (September, 19S0), pp. 15-20.
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Business men shoald be better acquainted v/ith the i
work of the schools and the teachers before offering destruc-
tive criticism. Constructive suggestions based on experi-
ence in business as to what is neeaod, from time to time,
should be most welcome to commercial educators. By con-
ference with the teachers, business men can become better
acquainted with them and in that way have a better oppor-
tunity to personally present their ideas. They can invite
the teachers to their business meetings and make them
active in the mrk of the community.
Another plan for coordinating teachers, business
executives, pupils, and parents is through the lecture
method. By this plan an authority on a subject, or partic-
ular phases of a subject, is engaged to talk to the students
at an assembly in the morning, to a group of business men,
such as the Rotary or Kiwannis Clubs, at a luncheon that
noon, to the secondary school teachers immediately after
school, to the elementary school teachers about four o*clock
in the afternoon, to a civic organisation composed of both
men and women at a banquet early in the evening, and v^lnd
up by addressing a parent teachers' association. This is a
stiff program, but it has been done. ^ In this way you
have all the people interested in the subject at the same
^J. B. Davis, Lectures on Guidance.

24
time. It not only makes a topic of conversation, tat forms
"piibl ic opinion" which has great influence in the organiza-
tion and administration of the schools. Adequate financial
support through endov^ments and bond issues is much more
readily obtained when the entire community is interested in
promoting a new scheme.
In talking with a superintendent of schools
recently he said that he couldn't remember when anyone had
ever approached him with the ob;)ect of having him recommend
a graduate for a position. Under present business condi-
tions such a fact might be appreciated, but in the past
there have been times viien such cooperation between the
schools and business would have benefited both. This is
only one specific ease here, but the many articles written
on the subject in the last few years show that the situation
is one of national concern.
The school can present a more accurate certificate
of the graduate's academic v/ork than can an enrployment
bureau. According to John I. Tildsley, Listrict Super in-
1
tendent of Schools, New York City, because of the decrease
in the number of students in the commercial curriculum, a
^J. L. Tildsley, Spotlights on Copimercia 1 Educat ion , Vol.
VIII, fZ, (April. 19itl ] , "why no1t"^ive the Business Han
V/hat He Wants."
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survey of training for business in the high schools of the
city of New York, completed in 1950. included a conference
with the personnel heads of some twenty of the greatest
financial and commercial institutions of the city, "prac-
tically everyone present said he was not so much interested
in the subjects studied or the skills acquired as he was
in the qualities and habits possessed;" such as, intelligence
accuracy, thoroughness, dependability, and reliability;
also "that he possess some measure of initiative, the
ability to see a thing through, high standards of achieve-
ment, and the ability to get along vvith people."
A very similar statement was made by the General
ilanager of the Bethlehem Steel Company in a recent address
in Boston on "V/hat the school can do for industry." He
said that schooling as schooling was all right, but it
could help industry by stressing four qualities that were
essential for success; personality, loyality, reliability,
and discipline.
The demands called for above can be far more
accurately obtained from the school records than from an
outside agency. The guidance program v/hich each year is
becoming more important and more valuable is a great asset
in compiling just and accurate information concerning the
graduates. Business can help the school by reporting back
to them the progress made by the graduates. A system now
6C
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In use in the Boston public schools gives the students
supervised employment in some of the stores a few hours a
day. This gives the students actual e:xperience and the
reports of their v/ork should be closely observed so that
improvements in methods of teaching and content of subject
matter can be made.
Grit icism of subject matter .
Every local, state, and national survey of busi-
ness training and of business needs points to the need for
a revision of present high school curricula, and great em-
phasis upon vocational commercial training in our high
schools . ^
At the outset, the commercial curriculum was almost
entirely vocational in objective and this idea still remains
in the minds of most people. H. A. Tonne and M. H. Tonne
in their recent book show that the trend in business educa-
tion is toward more emphasis upon social relationship. In
summarizing they have shown, "that there is a decided ten-
dency for certain teachers of business subjects, among them
Lomax, '//eerings. Shields, Belding, Marshall, and Lyon, to
recognize the need for reorganizing the secondary school
program of studies in business education. They are av/are
^A. Sorenson, "Serious Defects in Public Commercial Educa-
tion," Education 5£, (October, 19S2), pp. 15-20.

of the inadequacies of a narrow technical business education
and feel that many of the present weaknesses of high school
business education could be eliminated by greater recog-
nition of the broader purposes of business education."^
W. E. Odell in a recent article cited the origi-
nal and the new objective of business law. The original
objective was "to make students technical experts in the
subject matter of contracts, agency, partnership, negotiable
instruments, real and personal property and the like." The
new objective - "commercial law becomes the vehicle for
teaching an under staniing of the nature of obligations, for
developing an appreciation of how at least one phase of
business is conducted, for developing a basis upon which
standards for dealing with others may be created and only
incidentally for learning the intricacies and vagaries of
business law practice."
Professor i\ G. llichols of Harvard University has
made an exhaustive study in the field of commercial educa-
tion. He found, in a survey of fifty-four business organi-
zations scattered throughout the United States, that "of
Z4,512 office workers reported by Zl firms that only lO^o
are stenographers and 1.9% are bookkeepers. Thus it can
^H. A. Torjie & M. H. Tonne, Social Business Education in
the Secondary Schools
,
p. 69.
^W. R. Odell, "Appraisal of Secondary Commercial Education,"
^aachej^BJ^ollegft Eefrorcl (October » , pp. 4 .^ -fi2
-<
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"be seen that approximately 12^^ of the office workers in
these organisations are doing the two kinds of work for
the doing of v^ich approximately 80)j of high school bus-
iness training is given. ""^ He has also pointed out that
during this period of depression high schools are growing
rapidly as fewer pupils prepare for higher institutions,
in proportion to the whole number, and more prepare for
occupational life.
Another point which sorenson brings out is that
a certain subject may make its contribution to one indi-
vidual on the consumptive side, while the same subject is
valuable to another student from the productive side. "One
of the serious shortcomings of the commercial curriculum
in the secondary school is that, while this shifting of
objective is fairly v/ell recognized, in general little
differentiation is made in the content or method to meet
2
the various purposes of the students," and that "the vo-
cational skills that are taught are often not skills that
2
are deimnded by business."
Criticism of the students .
A major criticism of the work of the commercial
F. G. ITichols, "A New Conception of Office Practice,"
Harvard Bulletin in Education, XII, 1927, p, 42.
^A. Sorenson, "Serious Defects in Public Commercial Educa-
tion, " Education 62 , (September, 19Z2), pp. 16-20.
6c
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curriculum in preparing students for employment after
graduation is that no efiort is being made to relate the
number of worlcers being trained ior commercial occupations
to the demand for such workers. This is something that
would be very difficult to control without cooperation on
the part of the State or some educational association cov-
ering a sufficiently large district that would enable fair
averages to be estimated. Some attempts have been made by
1 E
I. P. Ayres, Alexander Inglis, P. G. llichols,*' E. V/.
4 6
Burnhart and F. J. We er sing in the literature of the
field to bring this defect into the limelight. In spite
of these comments, Odell says that "the situation has be-
come even more chaotic."
Gathered from the statistics, which are to follow
in this study, are some figures to support the above crit-
icism. In 1920 about l2^o of the total students enrolled
in public schools were in commercial courses; in 1920, bzfo
^I. p. Ayres, The Cleveland Scho ol Survey , 1917.
^Alexander Inglis, Principles of Secondary Educat ion ,
pp. 6e£-592.
^F. G. richols. Report of the Survey of the Public School
SjTstem of Baltimore , llarylend. Vol. S, pari 5, Section 2.
*E. W. Burnhart, "Commercial Occupations in the Census Re-
ports," Vocational Education liagazine 2, (October, 192S),
pp. 116-TIT:
^P. J. V/eersing, Heorganization of Commerc ial Education in
Public High Schools , 19 29 .
Ic
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were enrolled in connnercl^l courses. In 1916 aboat 7,5%
of the total number of people gainfully employed were in
clerical positions; in 1920, 10> were in clerical positions.
This tends to show that for the country as a whole, the in-
crease in the ratio of public school enrolliaent in certain
dommercial vocational subjects to the number of woiJcers in
the vocations is out of proportion. The law of supply aixL
demand applies to educational output as well as to commodi-
ties in the business world.
C riticism of method .
A third defect claimed by Odell in the vocational
effectiveness of the commercial curriculum is that "too
much attention is paid to preserving, inviolate, the tra-
ditional organization of the secondary school." He also
says, "The fact must be squarely facec! that in many cases
the working environment of the vocation cannot be faithfully
2
reproduced in the schoolroom."
Too much time and energy are utilized in learning
and developing skills instead of in maintaining an equal
balance betv/een the development of skills and of attitudes
toward and training in the field of general business. In
p. E. Coleman, "Supply and Demand in Business Occupations,"
The Journal o f Business Education , ( November, 19£2).
^V/. R. Odell, op. cit., pp. 45-52.
^Tonne & Tonne, op. cit., p. 57.
-'
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discussing this point with R. 1. Allen, the conclasion
reached was that training in the field of social-business
subjects should as a rule precede training in subjects re-
quiring skill throu^ systematic drill.
The idea has been expressed that book learning
alone is not enough to fit the student for the ever in-
creasing complexities of life. "A personality in harmony"
is an expression used by E. A. IJicol in describing the
qualities which make one individual acceptable to another
in developing his desire to get ahead. He suggests that a
problem for educators is to instill into the students a
keen desire to observe and investigate the things that go
on around them every day by discussing them in class with
the object of creating and developing "initiative, alertness,
observation, and association of facts."
A common complaint is that training does not seem
to stimulate the student to advance after he gets a position.
R. C. Goodfellow brings out the point that the student's
^R. D. Allen, Director of Guidance, Providence public
Schools, Providence, Rhode Island.
A. ITicol, "Business Positions and High School Graduates,"
Proceedings of the 17th Annua 1 Meeting , National Education
Association of the United States, pp. 266-267.
^R. C. Goodfellow, "Looking Ahead in Office Practice Instruc-
tion," ITational Education Association, Proceea.ings of the
17th Annual Meet in g, p. 26 7.
c
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character must "be molded so as to bring out the desire to
be providec with interests beyond the purely vocational
type and to look ahead to see what advancement is in hie
particular field.
Another criticism by Paul s. Lomax ^ is the need
for cooperation between educational and social sciences,
because at the present time there is too much overlapping
of subject matter. G. Carl Pers inger and B. Kev/borg in
some recent articles stress the need for local leadership
in commercial education.
In sumnarizing the various criticisms mentioned
above, it is clear that there is neeu for better systema-
tization, evaluation and independent research in all
businesE and social subjects, and cooperation between
business men and teachers.
The nature of the problem, along with a brief
history, and some recent criticisms has now been presented.
This leads us to the more important part of the work: a
P. S. Lomax , "Business Education in the Scientific Age,"
The Journa 1 of Business Educ at ion , Vol. VIII, 7^2, (October,
1922). pp. 16 & 24.
G. C. Persinger, "Need for Local leadership in Commercial
Education," The Journal of Business Educat ion, (irovember,
1922). p. 10.
'^B. llewborg, "Need for Leadership in Commercial Education,"
Journal of Busineaii MucMiQJ^
.
(September^ 1922).
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Figure I.
Xistribution of Workers in Occupation Groups in the
comparative occupational study of the United states and
Greater Soston for 1910, 1920, and 1930, and a comparative
commercial education study of Greater Boston for the early
period of 1920 and 19S0.
Occupational Study.
Distribution of workers in occupational groups .
The census reports of 1910, 1920, and 1920 form
the basis for this study which is particularly concerned
with the clerical and trade groups. The diagrams used in
Figure I are similar to those used by the Federal Board
for Vocational Education. They regroup the workers so that
the proportion of ;vorkers in the clerical and trade groups
can more easily be relate^, to the whole at a glance. There
has been a gradual inciea^se in the number of clerical workers
in the United States since 1910 when only 4.67^ were in that
group. In 1920 the number in this group had increased to
7,5^, and in 1930 to 9.7>o which is more than double the
number of workers in 1910. The increase of workers in the
trade group has also had an upward trend, from 9.5^ in 1910,
10.2^ in 1920, to 14.6^^ in 1930. The jump from 1920 to
1930 in the number of workers in this group is four times
greater than from 1910 to 1920. The greatest increase was
in the number of salesmen and laborers. As this paper is
c
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more concerned with a local study of Boston and vicinity, it
is to be expected that the numlDer of workers employed in the
clerical and trade groups will he greater than in the United
States as a whole, because of large scale production in
industry which requires the employment of many people,
although the increase in the number of workers in these
groups is small. From these figures it can he seen that
1 more than £0/o of the people gainfully employed in Boston are
in positions of a nature calling for commercial education.
The demand for this type of education, if positions requiring
this kind of training are an indication, is increasing all
over the United States. More particularly in the large
cities is it becoming of vital importance.
X istribution of b oys in high school c ourses .
For comparison with this distribution in occupa-
tional groups. Figure II shows the percentage of students
enrolled in commercial studies for the early part of 1920
and 1930 in the United States and also in Greater Boston.
As figures were not available for Greater Boston, I have
compiled three tables, showing in Table A the number of
pupils during the school year 19E4-25 in twenty -two high
schools who are enrolled in commercial courses, according to
the number of pupils enrolled in each subject, and the num-
ber of periods a week which each pupil attends each subject.
1i

£7 Table 3.
])istr ibut ion of pupils in courses in the High schools of
Greater iioston Lur ing the School Year 1920-vl
Red figure s represent period s^ jper week.
sa ^ Ns
On sa
Jiliie^ number pi
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38 Table C
I^istribiition oi Pupil Hours in the High schoele
of Greater Boston Subjects.
Red figures represent the school year 1924»25. Blue. 1930-3!
The blue figures represent the number of pupils enrolled in
each course, and the red figures represent the number of
periods a week the pupil spends in each course. The totals
represent the number of pupils in each course in all the
schools which are indicated by name in the left hand margin.
Table B is identical in construction v/ith Table A
but for one exception, namely, the period represented by
these figures is during the school year 1920-21.
Table C is mace up of the first two tables. The
figures in this table represent "pupil hours" spent in each
subject in each city. The blue figures represent the school
year 1920-21, and the red figures 19 24- £6. On the extreme
right at the bottom are the total number of pupil hours
spent in commercial studies in the Greater Boston schools
for the two periods under considers ti on . By determining the
total number of pupil hours of all the pupils enrolled in
all the schools represented it was possible to arrive at the
conclusions represented by the percentages in Figure II.
Through the courtesy of lir . Morse, llassachusetts state
Supervisor of Education, who allov/ed me the use of the ques-
tionaires sent out annually to all the schools in the State,
I have been able to compile these figures.
There may be some slight inaccuracies in these
statistics which it would be almost impossible to iron out
without great expense. The following illustrate their

(3
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i'lgiire II .
proportion of Commercial Students in High schools
in the
United states *
/930
Bos ton.
1930
nature: Some schools include penmanship with clerical prac-
tice, and vice versa. Commercial arithmetic is a part of
the h oolLfceeping coarse, as is economics and commercial law,
in other schools. A few schools offer, or did offer, book-
keeping IV, typewriting 17, and stenography IV, which I have
included with the third-year work, Wn.en salesmanship and
office practice are offered in all three years it v/ill be
found that it is seldom taken more than two years for credit.
Idany of those who answered the quest iona ire confused business
practice, office practice, filing, clerical practice and
secretarial practice, or else they v/ere so interv/oven with
each other that to separate them would cause a greater
inaccuracy.
There has been a tremendous increase, from \2,1%
to 52.8^, in the number of students enrolled in commercial
subjects. This increase is all out of proportion to the in-
crease in the number of positions requiring this type of
training. Of course many of these pupils are enrolled in
other courses as well as commercial. The figures for both
years are computed on the same basis so the ratio is a fair
one.
In Greater Boston during 1930-51 about ZO *9fo of the
time the pupils spent in school was engaged in commercial
studies, while in 1924-25, 19 *Z% of their time was spent in
classes confined to commercial work. These percentages are
Ic
computed on a pupil hour basis as ehown in Table B. It can
be determined from statistics in the United states Bureau
of Education Bulletins that commercial education was adopted
much earlier in the city school systems, which accounts for
only the slight increase in the percentage of pupil hours
spent in commercial studies during the period being con-
sidered. Figures showing the number of pupils err oiled in
commercial courses in the United States were not available
before 1915, and it was not until 1922 that much attention
was given to these statistics. Since then these figures
have been given more attention, as well as the subjects
themselves, which accounts for the tremendous increase in
the percentage of pupils enrolled in commercial studies.
The pupil hour basis for calculating the percentage
of time spent by all the pupils in various courses is most
accurate because it takes into consideration the pupils who
take some commercial subjects along with their preparatory
work, as v/ell as the time devoted to commercial studies.
The figures used for deteimining the percentage of pupils
enrolled in commercial work in the United States do not take
into consideration the time element. It would be impossible
to obtain such information from the data available.
In comparing the percentage of pupils preparing in
commercial courses for clerical positions with the percentage
(c
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Of persons employed in that field in the United States at
the same period, it is found that in 1922 there were 4«6^
more pupils preparing in commercial courses than there were
per sore employed in that type of work. In 19 26 the percen-
tage of pupils enrolled in commercial courses had increased
by 40.7^, while the increase in the number of persons em-
ployed in clerical positions was only Z*Z'/oi or it might be
stated that there were 4£.l7a more persons preparing for
positions in clerical work than there were already employed
in that field. If you include workers in trade occupations
as shovao. in Figure I, which calls for preparation in com-
mercial v.'ork, the ratio between those preparing in school
and those already employed in that field of work shows better
proportions, but is still a long way from being adjusted.
In 1920 the number of persons employed in clerical
and trade groups amounted to 17.7^o of the total number of
workers in occupation groups, while the percentage of pupils
preparing for work in clerical and trade groups was 12*1%,
In 1930 the ratio is more than two to one in favor of those
preparing in commercial courses. The percentage of pupils
was 62.6^, vjhile the percentage of workers already employed
in the field was only 24.3fd. If stated in arithmetical
terms, the ratio would appear as follows;
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1920 19E0 1920 19S0
positions Pupils positions pgplls
Clerical 7.6 l£.l 9.7 5E,6
Clerical
& 17.7 12.1 24.3 52.8
Trade
A similar table showing the ratio of pupils to
positions for Greater Boston is shown below.
Greater Boston
1920 1920 19S0 19S0
positions pupils posit ions pupils
Clerical 14.4 19.3 14«6 20.9
CI ex leal
& 29 . 5 19.3 30 . 7 20.9
Trade
Distribution of workers in occupations b^ se^s. .
Having determined how important a factor the bus-
iness group is in the occupational survey of the United States
and of Greater Boston, it is now necessary to consider the
relative number of each sex in the various occupations. This
is extremely important as the line of demarcation betv/een
male and female positions is quite distinct. The breaking
up of the old clerical occupations into a large number of
highly specialized jobs has hastened this process so that
now women tend to monopolize certain jobs, such as, steno-
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Total
Figure III.*
Iiistribution of Workers in Occupations by Sex
Trade
Propr ietors
Real Estate
Bankers
Retail Dealers
Inspectors
Floorw^ Ikers
Salespeople
Clerks in Store
Clerical work
Total
Shipping
Agents
Messengers
General Clerks
Bookkeepers
Stenographers &
Typists
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graphy and t^^pewriting. From this point of view the
schools must be carel'iil not to train boys for positions in
which a woman's wage scale prevails, or train girls for Jobs
that can be more ably filled by men»
Figure III presents the situation in 1920 and 1920
in the trade and clerical fields. It shows that the trade
field is essentially for men and that very little change
has taken place in the ratio between male and female vvorkers
in these occupations. In the clerical field there has been
a slight increase of S^j in the percentage of female workers,
while there has been a decrease of zfo in the number of male
workers. Although the clerical field is divided equally
between male and female workers, there is a difference in
the type of clerical work that they perform. Men naturally
predominate in the heavier forma of work, such as, shipping
clerks, agents, and messengers, while the women monopolize
the stenographica 1 and bookkeeping positions.
In the trade field the relation between male and
female workers has not changed in total, although in the
trades selected in Figure III v;hich call for commercial
training there is a tendency for the number of women in
business for themselves to increase, w4iich tends to show
F. J. V/eersing, op. cit. , p. 65.
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that they are after greater financial returns as well as
managerial positions. A comparison of the 1920 liguree with
those of 1910 is interesting. I^/hile the number of salesmen
increased 2Sfc, the number of saleswomen grew 42^^. But in
other occupations the trend toward feminization is very
pronounced, the increases being as follows; clerks in
stores - men, l2:^o (decrease), women 52^; general office
clerks - men, 73)o, women 268^; bookkeepers - men, Zbjb,
women 92/j; stenographers - men, djo (decrease), women, 114^.
At this time, 19 20 , the conclusion seemed to be that the
highly standardized clerical occupations could no longer be
considered as permanent vocations for boys. This conclusion
has been more definitely decided by the 1930 distribution
by sex of v/orkers in occupations.
In charts that are to follow it can be seen that
young v^rkers are limited as to their beginning occupation.
In Greater Boston the relation between the number of male
and female workers, and the positions for which they are
prepared when they are graduated from high school is very
similar to that of the United States as a whole, with the
exception of bookkeepers.
positions involving retail selling and merchan-
dising constitute over a third of the total positions open
to boys. The high school should therefore give boys a
broad general rather than a narrow technical preparation.
»
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Fi^ure IV,
l;istribution ol Males in Occupations By Age Groups
in the United states, l^HO and l^^^O*
Total
IJewsboys
Laborers
Store Clerks
pel iverymen
Salesmen
Retail Uealers
Comm. Travelers
Ins urance
Real Estate
Trade
Workers 10-17 yrs. lfc-19 yre.
Total
1/Iessengere
Shippers
Greneral Clerks
Stenographers
ilgents
Bookkeepers
20-24 i?rs.
i=i!!^RIII
/A? *7
Clerical Work
\ {'1
lils^aiiiii
\mhm\\\
:2i
*Red cross-hatching indicates 19S0
Blue, 1920
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As shown in Table IV, the number of males employed in selling
positions increases with age. The present tendency to train
for clerical lines of woric and then to shift to selling
positions when they realize the economic limitations of
their chosen field results in a tremendous economic waste,
for which the schools can assume some of the blame. Proper
guidance throughout the school career of the child is
necessary and will tend greatly to eliminate this "lost time.*^
In concluding an occupational survey it is
necessary to distribute the workers according to ages. From
such a distribution it is possible to determine what types
of Jobs are open to pupils leaving school before graduating,
and also the positions w4iich the ablest hi^ school grad-
uates enter.
Distribution of mal es in occupati ons by age groups .
Figure IV sh07/s the distribution of males in
occupations by age groups for 19E0 and 1920. Three groups
are used, 10-17 years, 18-19 years, and 20-24 years. The
first includes the v/orkers of little education and training,
the second includes mainly trained workers, most of whom are
training in the business world through experience, plus some
training in school. The third includes mature workers. The
relative proportions between the first and third group is
indicative of the permanence of tbe occupation. To illus-
trate, take the number of newsboys in the first and third

groups and compare with the numher of real estate operators
in the seme groups. You will find 87% of "Uie newsboys in the
first group and 6jo in the last group, while there are no
real estate operators in the first group and 92% in the third
group. Comparing these percentages with those of 1920 it
will be found that the number of newsboys in the second and
third groups has increased in the last ten years, while the
number of real estate operators has decreatjed in the first
two groups.
Taking all the v/orkers in both trade and clerical
occupations for the last ten years, the Figure (I?) shows a
decrease of Zyo in trade occupations, and a decrease of IZfo
in clerical occupations in the first group. The second group
shows a si ight rise in the number of wrkers and the third
group a slight increase in the trade occupations and a notice-
able increase in the clerical occupations. From this, the
conclusion may be reached that more pupils are being retained
in school now than formerly, and that the opportunities for
the young junior v©rker are getting fewer and fewer.
In the trade occupations offering the greatest
amount of permanence and requiring the highest preparation,
are clerks and salesmen. The high school should stress sub-
jects which will aid the preparation for these occupations.
Many managerial positions occupiea mainly by men are reached
through the clerical field, and preliminary clerical training
•
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Flgure V.
Listribution of Males. 10-24 Years Ola. Occupati
in the United states.
1920 1920
-58
woQld hasten the boy's advancement. Apparently v/hen a male
hookJceeper or agent gets a position the employment is quite
permanent. i>u.t the occupations that offer employment to the
largest number of clerical workers in the first group are
shipping clerics, and general cleriis. The high school can
and should prepare for these occupations, for they are the
entrances to the better paid clerical positions that are
held by men. This has apparently been realized by the in-
crease in the er]rollment as shown in Figure II, and which
is all out of proportion to the number of positions. The
school should take into account 1iiat office employment is of
a temporary nature, and give the pupils preparing for clerical
positions some reserve training to help them in the managerial
or selling tield vtiich will be their final occupation. To
instil the desire to continue studying and to prepare for
advancement would be a great deed, and a contribution to the
man of tomorrow.
The public schools can consider only those occupa-
tions which offer employment to the largest numbers when
making up curricula. In the l£j:gest cities some special
courses can be offered. Figures V - VIII show the distri-
bution of male vorkers at different ages among certain trade
and clerical occupations for the years 1920 and 19S0. In
Figure V, of those engaged in trade in 19 20 more than half
1•
f
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j'igure VI .
Distribution ol I^ales, 10-17 Years Old, By Occupations
in the United States.
Trade
1920 19 30
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are employed as salesmen and clerks. In 1930 the same pro-
portion of the trade is occupied for salesmen and clerks, bat
in a different ratio. The namher of salesmen has increased
9^ while the number of clerks has decreased 8^0. In the
clerical field in 19E0, 755^ of the workers were employed as
messengers, shippers, and general clerks, while in 1930 bO%
were employed in these occupations. The ever-decreasing
importance of the male stenographer is again disclosed. The
bookkeeping coarse merits co neidera tion for the pupils with
a natural aptitude for "that v;ork, but there is no justifica-
tion for making Ihis subject required in the curriculum.
The distribution of v>orkers from 10-17 years,
shown in Figure VI, represents those who have had to leave
school for some reason or other, and probably represents
those who are most in need of vwrk to earn money to help
others in the family, and also to give them something to do
which will form a good moral as well as occupational struc-
ture upon which to build their future careers. The percen-
tage of salesmen in this group has increased but slightly in
the last ten years, vhile the number of clerks has decreased
10^. Those employ eu. as delivery men, laborers, and newsboys
have increased in about the same proportion that clerks have
decreased. This tends to prove an earlier statement that
clerks and salesmen require a better education than others
in this group of occupations. With over one-fourth of the
( <
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Figure VII .
Distribution of Males, 16-19 Years Old, By Occupations
in the United states
Trade
1920
Cler ical
1930
19 20 1930
trade group engaged in selling, it seems as though that
subject should he offered in the first year of the high
school as well as at the end of the course, for the benefit
of those eliminated. The same is true of training for
messaigers and general clerics in offices, for they comprise
about 9O70 of all young office worlcers. The demand for
stenographers and bookkeepers from "this group is decreasing
every year, v/hich shows that specialized training for those
occupations ie not sufficiently warranted to hold a place
in the required courses of the commercial curriculum.
Stenographers and bookkeepers totaled only of the cleri-
cal group in 19S0. In 1920 it comprised b%. The drop of
Z7i^o in ten years is a large decrease.
The distribution of males, 16-19 years old, by
occupations is presented in Figare VII. Here also the pro-
portion of salesmen has increased, \«hile the proportion of
clerks has decreasea, although the ratios are not the same
as in the previous Figure. The proportion of laborers re-
mains about the same but the percentage of deliverymen de-
creases, and the newsboys become almost negligible in compar-
ison with the rest in this group. Retail dealers make an
appearance at this stage and increase noticeably in the group
v/hose ages range from 20-24 years. The proportion of general
clerks to the entire trade group increased about 20;^ in 19 EG
-t
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Listr ibution of Llales, 20-24 Yeare 016, By Occupations
in the United States
Trade
1^J20 1920
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and the same in 1930. The percentage of this group employed
as stenographers and bookkeepers has increased when compared
with Figure VI, which ^ows that more training is needed in
these subjects than in others in this group, although during
the ten years from 1930 to 1930 the demand for workers in
the field, from this age group, has decreased about 45^o. The
messengers have become general clerks to a great extent. But
a decline in importance of the combined field of messengers
and general clerks to eSf-o in 1920 and 77';^ in 1930 shows the
temporary nature of this occupation. The decrease in the
decline in the last ten years can probably be accounted for
by the fact that boys tend to stay in school longer now than
in 1920, and therefore enter the employ of business concerns
at an older age. The ever-increasing number of boys vho be-
come salesmen alter completing their school mrk leads to the
conclusion that salesmanship should be offered early enough
in the high school curriculum to prepare the average 18 year
old boy for v«ork in this field if necessary.
Figure VIII, the group from 20-24 years old, shov/s
a further increase in the salesmen, and a decrease in delivery-
men and store clerks. The commercial traveler appears in
this age group, although the proportion is 25% less in 1930
than it was in 1920. The number of retail dealers has also
decreased the last ten years from 18% to 14^. In the office
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field, a further shift from messenger to general clerk, and
from general clerk to bookkeeper, is seen, hut the proportion
of general clerks remains about the same. The wages paid in
this field are small and do not warrant any such proportion
of workers. The United States Census Report shows that ul-
timately these v<)rkers will shift into selling positions if
they do not obtain satisfactory managerial positions in
office work. It is the vorkers in this group that are most
discontented, generally because of the routine nature of their
work, plus small wages. These viorkers complain of the imprac-
tical nature of much of their high school training. Many of
them seek to improve their positions by taking evening
courses. The high school can help remedy the situation by
cutting the numbers entering clerical work, ard by giving a
more general training.
As a result of this summary of distribution of
males, 10-24 years old, by occupations the following conclu-
Bione seem warranted:
1. There is an overlapping of duties in the various
occupations among the age groups.
2. The field of stenography, typing, and secretarial
work is monopolized by girls, and there is very little oppor-
tunity for boys.
3. Bookkeeping should be offered as an elective and
i
3
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F igure IX *
Distribution of Workers By Sex - Boston anc United states
Total
Salespe ople
Clerks in Stores
Trade
Male
61
b4
Female
19
16
69 21
73 27
64 36
69 41
Clerical v/orkers
Total
Messengers
General Clerks
Bookkeepers
Stenographers
43 67
61 49
100
90
97
96
10
66 44
65 36
21 79
46 62
*United states Shov/n Below Boston
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pursued only tiy those stadtnts who have the greetest interest
in this v/ork and intend to continue studying the sub;Ject
after leaving high school. It should give a broad general
background for business,
4. A large proportion of the workers do not use the
narrow technical training provided in high school, but
would benefit from broadly fundamental business preparation;
that is, a general knovvledge of business principles and
procedures
•
6. The evidence is very strong that the conventional
types of business training make practically no provision
for many commercial workers who are found in the sales field.
The large percentage of pupils v/ho take commercial
work as shown in Figure II, suggests the need of a more
definite provision for general business training on the high
school level, useful for all pupils, irrespective of future
vocation.
Correlation b e tv/e en Boston and the United States .
The variation in the make-up of the commercial
working population of the United States and the different
large cities should be settled before the present commercial
curriculum is alter ea. Figures LK and X show how closely the
conditions in a large city approximate those in the entire
country. In Figure IX is the sex distribution for the whole
United States as taken from the Census of 1930. Figure X
fr
•
3I
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gigtire X*
distribution of workers xjy Age Groups, Boston
and United states
Trade
Total
Laborers
Store Clerks
Del iver^men
Ketai ler
s
Sale smen
Total
Messengers
General Cleiks
Stenographers
Bookkeepers
12 22
16 19 63
Clerical Work
2S 25 52
21 24 55
17 27 56
19 27 54
22 22 66
22 45
5 13 62
3 12 65
1() 23 67
1 I 19 70
11 24 65
14 22 64
69 23 6
60 26 12
9 24 67
10 23 67
5 24 71
6 25 67
D 22 73
2 15 63
*United states Shovai Below T^ORtnn
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shows the distribution of worlcers age groups. In each
Figure the upper section applies to Boston, the lower to the
United States.
In Figure IX there is only one serious variation.
While A6',b of all booJckeepers in the entire country are male,
there are only Zlyo in Boston employed in this occupation. In
1920 the ratio was two to one. Lese emphasis should be
placed on bookkeeping as a vocation for boys in Boston than
elsewhere. This probably applies to other large cities
where clerical and sales occupations predominate. It is not
necessarily true in small cities or towns where a salesman
may be asked to keep books, and a stenographer is almost
certain to have to keep books.
Teachable Content of Jobs.
Earlier investigations
.
As the scope of this study is limited to a survey
of the high schools of the United States aixL Greater Boston
in order to formulate a commercial curriculum for boys, it
does not permit a study of courses.
1
Earlier investigations to determine the teachable
content of various jobs have been made and the results are
See page 65.
€
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Table L.
Males, 60-54 Years Old, In Occupations
Trade
Occ upat ion 50-54 yrs. io
Nev/sboys .500 0
laborers 25.000 7
Store Clerks 6.622 2
I'e liverymen 4.576 1
Salesmen 69.274 24
Reta il Lealers 171.651 46
Commercial Travelers 19.504 5
Ins ura nc e 23.164 6
Real instate 26.056 9
Total 270.571 100
Cleric a 1
Occupations 50-54 yrs.
Messengers 1.275 1
Shippers 6.516 7
General Clerks 61.959 56
Stenographers .616 0
Agents 15.416 14
Bookkeepers 22.799 22
Total 110.762 100
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now reflected in the various courses oi stady of the present
oommercial c ur r ic al am
. It appears from a comparison of this
stiidj^ with those in the field of courses of study that a
rearrangement of the present courses of study with a more
homogeneous grouping of pupils will produce better results,
both in their school woik and in their future employment.
Summary, Recommendations, and Conclusions.
Summa ry .
1. The foregoing statistics have emphasized the need
for training boys in three major fields; namely, salesman-
ship, general clerical, and bookkeeping. The permanence of
work in these fields is illustrated by Table D.
Reference from page 62.
Strong and Uhrbrock, Job Analysis and the Corriculum .
B. E. Strumpf , Ijookkeeping Luties and THe commerc lai Curri-
culum
, Lew York Universi"^ loctor's Thesis.
B. M. Stevens, Boys and Girl s in CommerciEl work.
F. G. ITichols, Junior Busi nes£ Trai ningT
University of California, Bulletin Eetai 1 Gr oc ery Store
Occupations .
University of Caiiiomia, Bulletin jf4. Juniors in Banks.
University of California, Bulletin fb. Clerical positions
for Juniors in Railway Transportation .
Veterans* Bureau, Syllabus of Commerc ial Courses .
Bureau of Education, Bulletin , 1 9 El , Busi ness Training
and Commercial Educat ion .
F. J. \7eersing, op. cit., p. 7.
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2* li positions requiring commercial workers are an
indication of the type of education that is needed, then
the demand for commercial education is justified,
3. There are many more students preparing for commercial
occupations than there are positions of that kind. This
statement is true of the United States as a whole hut not of
Boston. The similarity of the percentage of students en-
rolled in commercial courses and the percentage employed in
business positions in -Boston may be due, in part at least,
to the guidance program in the Boston schools,
4. Schools must be careful not to train boys for
positions in which a woman's wage scale prevails,
5. In the trade field the relation between male and
female workers has not changed in the last ten years on the
whole, althou^ the number of women in business for them-
selves has increased,
6. In the clerical field there has been a slight in-
crease in the female workers. This is most noticeable in
bo okkeep ing and stenographical positions.
? The opportunity for employment in sales positions
increases with each age group which shows the permanency
of this type of work,
8, The present tendency for students to train for
clerical positions and then to shift to selling positions
-<
<
t
f
#
(
wiien they realize the economic limitations of their chosen
field results in a tremendous economic waste.
9. Schools are retaining papils longer causing the
number of young workers to decrease. This is due in part
to state regulations requiring pupils to attend school until
they have reached a certain age and also to child labor
laws
.
10. It has also been determined lhat more than fifty
per cent of the pupils in the secondary schools of the
United States are enrolled in commercial courses. Judging
from the rapid increase in the last few years, there is
every reason to believe that this number will continue to
increase. As there is not room in business for all of those
preparing, it is obvious that new aims and objectives of
commercial education will have to be formulated, with social
business subjects of major iaiportance. The v/ord, "business,*'
is gaining in usage over the traditional word, "commercial."
J. L. Higgins^ indicates that the v;ord, "business," is all-
inclusive, embracing every phase of present-day economic
activity.
^J. L. Higgins, A Survey of Conmerc ial Education in publ ic
Secondary School's in Connect iout , l/Iaster's Thesis, 1952,
School of Education, Boston University.
-f
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Reo ommenda t ions .
The fault of the present commercial course seems
to be in the organization rather than the content of the
courses of stud^ . The subject itself is stressed rather
than its value to the students as a related part of their
future work. For this reason, it is recommended that the
commercial course for boys be subdivided into three groups;
(1) sales group, (2) general clerical group, and (2) book-
keeping group, similar to the construction of the three
groups in the preparatoiy coarse. Around these groups can
be built the subjects already offered in the commercial
course. It has already been determined in the earlier part
of this thesis,'^what major fields the pupils will in the
future be employed. Having this definitely in mind, the
teacher can model the subject to fit the class. To take a
specific subject, bookkeeping II for esample, is a good
illustration of a subject which should be required in the
third group with emphasis placed on specific aims, such as:
1. To teach the theory of the following specific topics
and to emphasize the use of special columns in books of
original entry and aux iliti.3:;y ledgers.
A. Gontroll ins Accounts.
£. Accruals*
C. Deferred charges.
D. Depreciation and Reserves*
— , t
f
r
'
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2. To teach the fundemental principle of partnership
accounting through the medium of a practice set. Special
emphasis should he given to the following points-.
A. Opening a nev; set of books from a balance sheet.
£• sVorking at least one month of a continuous
narrative. •
C. Distribution of profits.
D. Closing the boolcs and making the financial
statements.
3. To prepare pupils for specific clerical and book-
keeping jobs.
4. To give practice and drill on setting up of the
working sheet and financial statements.
With pupils in the first group, it should be an
elective, and the aims should be of a more general nature,
such as:
1« To develop in pupils habits of neatness, precision,
accuracy and systematic procedure that will become ingrained
in their personality and vAll be reflected in their other
activities
.
2. To cultivate a wiiolesome respect for high business
ideals - honesty, integrity, courtesy and loyality.
3, To stress the necessity for adherence to a strict
code of personal ethics for a successful future.
... - -
- -
-
•
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4. To encourage self-reliance and independence ot
thoaght and action.
Other general and specific aims can be obtained
from the annual report of the superintendent of the Boston
public schools.^
In the third group, bookkeeping should be required
in all three years, vsiiile in the first and second groups it
should be an elective, or possibly the clerical group might
require it for one year.-
A course of i^tudy in all commercial subjects for
each of the three groups could be arranged with the future
employment of the members of the class continuously in
view. This homogeneous grouping would facilitate teaching
procedure, as the interests of the class would be in the
same general field.
Cone lus ions ; Commerc ial Curricula for Boys .
Salesmanship Group: Grade x«
Required Subjects
Elements of Business
Salesmanship
Economic Geography I
Business English
Rec •
E
2
2
4
Annual Repor t of the Supt . , School Doc. #11, 1922, Boston
public Schools
.
ff
f
' f *
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Rec
.
Civics 2
physical Education 2
Elect ives I
General Business Information 2
Typewriting I 5
Business Arithmetic Z
Bookkeeping I g
Shorthand I g
Electives II .
Spanish 5
French 5
Italian £
Physics 5
Biology 5
Manual Training (E) and Mechanical Drawing (E) 2i
Algehra (1) 5
Commercial Drawing 2
Choral Practice (1) X
Mufiic Appreciation (1) 1
Musical Theory (1) 2
Grade XI Required Subjects *
Business Arithmetic 5
Introduction to Business 2
Advertising 2
1c
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Rec
.
Conanercial Law I 2
BoslneES English 4
Physical Education 2
Electives I.
Junior Business Training 2
Typewriting I or II 6
Bookkeeping I or II 6
Shorthand I or II 5
Economic Geography II 2
Elect ives II.
French 5
Ital ian 5
Spanish 5
German 5
Iriodern European History 4
Chemistry 5
Physics (E) 5
Commercial Drawing 2
Choral Practice (S) X
Music Appreciation (2) 1
Musical Theory (2) 2
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Grade XII ReqalrecL su-tjects . Rec.
Business OrganiEat ion and Management 2
Retail Merchandising and Store Practice E
Salesmanship II Z
Commercial Law II 2
Business English 4
United States History and Problems in Democracy 3
Physical Education 2
Elect ives I.
Typewriting I, II, or III 5
Bookkeeping I, II. or III 6
Shorthand I, II, or III 6
Office Practice 2
Advertising II 2
Economic Geography II 2
Elect ives II .
French 5
Ital ian 6
Spanish 6
German 5
Economic and Civic Problems 4
Chonistry (2) 6
Physiology 4
Commercial Lravdng 2
penmanship 2
f•
•
J
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Choral Fiactice (Z)
Music Appreciation (3)
Musical Theory (S>)
General Clerical Gro up ; Grade X.
Requir ed Subjects ,
General Business Information
Elements of Business
C iv ic s
Salesmanship
Bus iness Engl ieh
Electives I.
Typewriting I
Business Arithmetic
BookJceeping I
Shorthand I
Economic Geography I
Electives II .
See Salesmanship Group - Grade X,
Grade XI , Required Subjects «
Junior Business Training
Typewriting I or II
Economic Geography I
Sal esmanship
Bufiiness English.
Rec
.
1
I
2
2
2
S
3
4
6
3
5
5
2
2
5
2
2
4
I'J
(
(
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Elect ives
_I.
Business Arithmetic
Introduction to Business
Bookkeeping I or II
Shorthand I or II
Coianierc ial Law I
Electives II ,
See Salesmanship Group - Grade XI.
Grade XII. Required .Suhjects.
Business English
Business Arithmetic
Introduction to Business
Office Practice
Business Organization and Mamgement
Retail Merchandising and Store Practice
United States History and Problems in
Democracy
Electives I.
Typewriting II or III
Bookkeeping I, II, or III
Shorthand I, II, or III
Commercial Lav*? I or II
Economic Geography II
Salesmanship
Electives II .
See Salesmanship Group - Grade XII
Rec.
£
fi
4
Z
Z
z
z
z
s
5
5
Z
Z
{====
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Bookkeep ing Group - Grade X.
Reqaire d Sub j ec ts «
Business Arithmetic
Bookkeeping I
Civics
Business English
Electives 1,
General Business Inaormation
Typev/riting I
Elements of Business
Shorthand I
Economic Geography I
Electives II.
See Salesmanship Group - Grade X.
Grade XI . Required Subjects *
Introduction to Business
Bookkeeping II
Economic Geography I
Business Eiiglish
Electives I.
Junior Business Training
Typev/riting I or II
Business Arithmetic
Shorthand I or II
Commercial Law I
Economic Geography II
Hec •
6
5
4
5
2
5
2
2
2
4
2
5
3
5
2
2
'*
_ J
f
(
Electives II . Hec
.
See Salesmanship Group - Grade XI.
Grade XII . hequired Subject^.
Bookkeeping III 5
Office Practice £
Business Organisation and Management 2
Commercial Lav/ I or II 2
United States History and Problems in S
Democracy
Business Snglish 4
Electives
_I.
Typev/riting I, li, or III 5
Business Arithmetic 3
Shorthand I, II, or III 5
Retail Merchandising and Store Practice 2
Economic Geography II 2
Electives II.
See Salesmanship Group - Grade XII.
Any course that is required, but was elective the
previous year and has already been taken by the student,
will be dropped from the required course for that student.
It is to be remembered that the classes are more
or less homogeneously grouped, and instruction is to be
adapted to their special needs.
Nature and Purpose of Individual Subjects .
-t
-3
f
f
<
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This section vAll give a general idea of the
j
content of the subjects, as some of the names or labels 1
sometimes give only a vague notion of what might be included.
It is an attempt to distinguish one subject from another, i
rather than outline the content of the course. Those that
are self-explanatory will be omitted.
General Business Inf ormati on .
This suuject is more of an exploratory course
which may be given in the Junior High School. It will pro-
vide a broad conception of the life of commerce and trade.
Junior Bug iness Training.
Provides a narrow training for positions, such as
filing clerk, mail clerk, shipping clerk, etc.
£1 ements of Bus iness .
Commercial training for non-vocati onal reasons.
It includes commercial business kno?/ledge relating to banks,
insurance, investments, credit, bookkeeping, real estate,
irJier itances, trusts, and other topics which form the daily
concern of personal end family life.
Introduction to Bus ine s_8 .
A broad survey of the field of business and an
understanding of the economic, social and political problems
involved.
Office practice .
practical experience in actual office work in
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school and business offices. Office machinery operation ie
included.
Business Organization end Management.
Designed to give training for organizing and
managing the ordinary small business.
Betail Merchandising and Store Practice.
This course calls for part-time employment in
retail stores.
Sa lesmanship.
Includes making the approach, establishing confi-
dence, answering objections, showing and demonstrating
articles, and closing the sale.
Advertising
.
A study of wants, creating wants, writing copy,
designing, and sales letter writing.
Economic Geography.
Emphasii,es location of industry, sources of raw
materials, labor supply, transportation, location of markets,
etc •
1
-
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